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Students won't
seek injunction
by Andy Paul
Staff Writer
Student Government decided
not to seek a court injunction
against Acting Vice-President for
Finance and Administration
•

the daily
vol.89,no.11

John Coupe, Student Government Vice-President Donald
Oakes said at a press conference
Monday.
The injunction had been considered by student government
last week after Coupe refused to
allow Public Information and
Central Services(PICS)to deliver
letters through the campus mail
urging students to participate in
today's walkout.

"We made a difficult decision
last Thursday on whether to go
after the injunction or get the letters out," Oakes said."We felt it
was more important to get the letters to the students right away."
Oakes said that once the letters
were distributed by student
government, the court would not
award an injunction.
"It was a moot point," he
said, adding that if the ad-

ministration blocks the mail
again, student government will
take legal action.
"We have no problem with this
university until they refuse to
deliver student government
mail," Charles Mercer, president
of student government said.
"I've been involved in student
government for three years, and
this is the first time that the
university has refused delivering
our mail."
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AFUM backs student
demonstration efforts
By Kathy McLaughlin
Staff Writer
Members of the Associated Faculty of the University of Maine(AFUM)passed
two resolutions Monday afternoon in their continued contract struggle. The two
resolutions concern today's student walkout.
One of the resolutions was in direct support of the walkout scheduled for
itoday. The other resolution was inform President Paul Silverman of the group's
'displeasure with the administration's refusal to distribute student government
'mail.
AFUM members passed a resolution stating, "AFUM faculty express their
gratitude for student support and concern for faculty problems."
"On behalf of the faculty, there may be some differences in the strategy involved, but we are generally supportive of the students' actions," AFUM
President Kenneth P. Hayes said, concerning the walkout.
An alternative proposal was made by another member of AFUM, V.K.
Balakrishnan, as.sociate professor of mathematics. It requested students not participate in the walkout itlit interfered with a scheduled class because "a rally of
this nature will disrupt the learning process on campus."
Walter S. Schoenberger, professor of political science, said he supported the
walkout, but he felt he had an obligation to the students. "Those who leave will
not be penalized, though," he said. "They never are in my class."
The other resolution passed at the meeting involved the administrative actions
last Thursday concerning the distribution ot student government mail.
It states, briefly, that AFUM will notify President Silverman of its displeasure
with the administration's refusal to distribute student government notices concerning today's classroom walkout. "We see the decision as not only a violation
of student's rights, but also a most dangerous precedent," the proposal said.
Charlie Mercer, president of student government, and Donald Oakes, vice
president of student government were present at the meeting, in hopes of gaining
more support for the walkout from the faculty.
Mercer said that student government addressed over 11,000 letters to be sent to
students urging them to participate in the walkout. "We delivered the letters by
hand," he said. "We could have obtained a court injunction, but we thought it
(delivering the letters) added to the idea we were trying to get across."
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Phi Kappa Sigma displays a sign of student protest oser
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy's involvement in faculty contract negotiations.(Smith photo)

Feared for life

Graduate studentfrom Gambia caught in coup
Kalamanlie Juwara, a graduate student at UMO.
didn't have a summer vacation typical of most
students. When he went home to his native Gambia
he got caught in the middle of a violent coup attempt,
during which he was captured by rebels and, once
freed, had to hide out for three days.
Juwara, one of three Gambian students at UMO,
was home in Africa when a coup attempt was made
by the Gambian Socialist Revolutionary party on
July 30. The president of the small West African
country was attending Prince Phillip's wedding in
England.
Juwara was with his brother, who is an administrator at the ministry of agriculture, trying to
get into the capital from their house in the country.
Their car was stopped by rebels looking for transportation and his brother was recognized by them. The
rebels quickly arrested the two brothers.
"There was so much confusion, no one really
knew who was in charge," Juwara said. "We were
finally freed by a policeman who was with the rebels
but who also knew my brother."
The two men then hid in a friend's house for three
days, living only on warm water. While they were in
hiding, rebels came to his uncle's compound where
Juwara had been staying, took his uncle hostage, and
The rebels were very disorganized, Juwara said.
took all of their possesions. But at least they escaped
of them did not even know what they were
"Some
an
fighting
of
estimated
days
ten
In
lives.
their
with
fighting for, they were just fighting. They were bat1,000 people were killed.

Kalamanlie Juwara

tling amongst themselves, they were looting. One
man would loot something and another man would
shoot him to get it."
"They would come up to people in the street, hand
them a gun, and say, 'here, join us or be shot,' "
Juwara said.
Gambian President Dawda Kairaba Jawara was
able to make his way back into the country four days
after the revolution started and "people began to
have hope again," Juwara said. "If he had not come
back when he did it would have been a lot worse."
Even then it took the Gambian people a while to
accept that he was back, and they did not know
whether to believe government or rebel radio reports,
Juwara said. Though troops loyal to the president
captured the capital soon after he returned, the rebels
stole the transmitter from the national radio station
and continued to broadcast from a hidden base,
saying they were in power. President Jawara had to
radio from neighboring Sengal to let the people know
he was back.
Juwara said he felt fortunate to live through the
experience, and that the revolution took him and his
relatives completely by surprise.
Juwara's trip to America is sponsored by the International Agricultural Programs, and his studies at
UMO are financed by Dr. Elsa Mede of Kennebunkport, Maine, who was a former Peace Corps director
in Gambia.
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Grounds and Services
plans more projects
"We are trying to sit on a few
dollars of this year's money to help us
with this oroject," Dufour said.
Dufour said the maintenance budget
of 400,000 has not changed for the
past five years, and he feels his department is not going to be able to keep
going at this rate. For example, the
roads and parking lots are now on a ten
year cycle of repaving, using "skinny
mix hot top" which is one half-inch
thick. A more feasible cycle, Dufour
said, would be a five to seven year cycle
with a one inch overlay. Dufour also
said the cost of materials has gone
from $17 to $28 a ton in place.

by Katrina Morgan
Staff writer

Hard at work building a new parking lot for the Grounds and Serb ices Department are George Thibideau, Paul Frey and Arthur Weymouth.(Smith photo)

Peter Dufour, Superintendent of
Grounds and Services, said one of the
major problems of maintenance on
campus is vandalism.
Dufour said that if it weren't for
students his job would be much easier.
He said Monday is his hardest work
day because it's after the weekend. A
lot of time is spent repairing damages
to guard rails and the like.
Grounds and Services is reponsible
for all the campus roads, parking lots,
paving, snow removal and general
up-keep of the campus. Dufour said
"We don't see any of that money,
there were no major projects done
over the summer. but last year the
said Dufour, talking about the money
department paved the Munson Road
that commuters, faculty and staff
people pay for parking stickers. "I get
and some parking lots.
"We have one more phase of paving
calls continually from people saying 'I
to do to complete that project",
paid $5 for that sticker and I deserve
said Dufour, "which is to improve the
better than this.' I think we should
drive outside of Estabrooke and put a see a portion of that money."
new base under the parking lot behind
For the past two weeks the grounds
crew of 25, has been cutting and
Murray Hall."
The next major project of the
trimming diseased trees and shrubs.
Dufour said a big part of maintenance
department scheduled for next year is
the installation of new telephone
is beautifying the campus.
cables underground. The cables will
"Some people have criticized the
run along Munson and Beddington
flower beds we have, but I think a
roads, and will improve the capabilibeautiful campus is one of the biggest
recruiters of the university," Dufour
ties of the university telephone
said. 'When the parents and junior
come to campus over the summer for a
tour. the only impression they get is
from the grounds.—
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Tax exempt book bill voted down
by Dave Cietchell
Staff writer
Maine college students lost a chance
to save a quarter of a million dollars on
textbooks last spring.
A bill introduced by Orono Rep.
Dick Davies to repeal the five percent
sales tax on post-secondary school texts failed before the Maine House
Committee on Taxation in late April.
The proposed statute would have
replaced revenue lost to the state on
textbooks by taxing sales of magazines
and other periodicals.
"The lobby against it was just too
strong. This was the second time the
bill has failed," said Charles Mercer,
president of student government.
Davies was out ot town at press time
and unavailable for comment.
Tony Neves of the State Bureau of
Taxation said the Davies bill would
have cost the state (and benefitted
students) some $250,000 in lost taxes

on texts. According to Bureau of
Taxation projections, however, the
overall gain would be $350,000 beLause
of a $600,000 tax increase on
magazines and periodicals, which are
currently exempt.
Neves said the bill defined
periodicals as any publications issued
more than once every three months,
but would have exempted those
published more than three times per
week.
This would keep the tax-exempt.
status of daily and t ri-weekly
newspapers, Neves said, but add five
percent to the price of magazines and
weekly newspapers. He indicated that
adding a tax to those publications
generated considerable opposition.
"I think nearly everybody in the
literary end of it--both the newspaper
and periodical lobbies--opposed the
bill in both the 109th and 110th
legislatures," Neves said. "They saw it

as a foot in the door toward taxation of
all publications."
The newspaper people, even the
dailies, testified against it," he added.
"Even with the $350,000 gain to the
state, too many people opposed it.
There was no groundswell of support."
Mercer said that Student Government was working to help reintroduce
the bill. "We're working on it. With
bills like this one, sometimes you just
have to keep going," he said.
Neves summed up the failure of the
Davies proposal, saying "There was
some sympathy here (in Augusta) for
tax exemptions on college texts. But
when he tied the bill in with taxing
magazines, he was just stepping on too
many toes."

CAMPUS
CRIER
LOST Eight week tiger
kitten in Mill St. area. Citronella
fleacollar and answers t6
"Allison". Call Sue at 866-3014.
reward offered.
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New class lists needed
after computer error
h‘ John "loole
Stall writer
Additions have been made to class
lists published by the registrar's office
and have been sent to all academic
departments along with an apology for
the accidental deletions of student
names. The error was caused by a
faulty computer program which omitted students whose names begin with 1
through Z.
The memo from Anton Mayer,
associate registrat, was issued September 1. Mayer apologized in the
memo for any inconvenience that the
error caused. Attached to the memo
was a list of students names that were
omitted by the registrar's office.
Diana Estey. registration officer.
said the error was a result of, "a
misunderstanding of what was supposed to be in the (computer)
program." She said the error was
very unexpected."
"You can be sure it won't happen
again." Estey said.

Estey said the various colleges and
departments at UMO had "taken the
mistake in stride" and there had been
few complaints.
Reaction differed among colleges
and departments which were left to
deal with the problem of eliminating
students who added the courses or of
maintaining over-crowded rooms.
Theriault said some Psychology
students were inconvenienced by the
error. She said one division of PY 1.
Introduction to Psychology, was over
enrolled by 38 students.
Alida Coates, administrative secretary for the political science department, said "All the problems have
been solved."
Wayne Hamilton. associate dean of
the College of Engineering and
science, said he was unaware of any
problems. "None of the students have
been in so far." he said.
Estey said the final class list with
corrections will he issued later in the
semester. She said the error will not
cost the university any additional
money to correct.
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Kappa Sigma invites underclassmen to attend
an Informational Rush Meeting in the Memorial
Union on Tuesday Sept. 15 in the North Bangor
Room at 7:00 p.m. or Thursday September 17
in the Peabody Lounge ot 7;00 p.m.
Explore the fastest growing fraternity on campus;
a Fraternity that reflects you-your needs,

your interests,
your goals.
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Breakdowns plaguefire department
few

by Andrea Saunders
Staff Writer
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For the past three weeks, the UMO
Fire Department has been operating
with only one of its three trucks
working at full capacity.
The department's ladder truck is in
good order, but one truck is troubled
by problems with its main pump, and
the other is in the shop being updated
to meet National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) standards, said
Dave Fielder, assistant director of fire
services at UMO.

The NFPA is a safety organization
which sets minimum standards and
codes for firefighting equipment. The
university buys its fire trucks used, so it
often has to have them overhauled and
updated to meet the standards, Fielder
said.
The repaired pumper will be back
from its $4,000 overhaul this week,
Fielder said, and until then the Orono
fire department is responding to calls
with the UMOFD.
"In my opinion, it would be better
for the university to invest in a new
one," said student volunteer firefighter

John Hampson. "Sixty thousand
dollars would buy an excellent piece of
equipment. It could carry more things,
get more water through the hoses
faster, be less apt to break down,
would last longer, and since it would be
a diesel, it could conserve fuel."
Ironically, many of the present
trucks' problems are the direct result of
university attempts to save money and
fuel, Fi&ler said, adding that last year,
500 gallons of water in the trucks froze
up over Christmas vacation because of

the university's policy of keeping
thermostats at 60 degrees. "The place
just wasn't warm enough. . .there were
all kinds of frozen lines and broken
copper tubing that had to be fixed," he
said.
The department's ladder truck was
recently restored by UMOFD members. Student and regular help donated
about 1,000 man-hours getting the ladder truck into shape, Fielder said, and
pointed out that it would have cost the
university about $200,000 to purchase
a new one.

Steam plant undergoes
first modifications
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by Robin Stoutamyer
Staff Writer
The first modification of a
proposed $400,000 project at the
UMO Centrzl Steam Plant will
interrupt the steam service to
campus for approximately six
hours starting today.
The steam shutdown, from 8
p.m. today until 2 a.m. Wednesday should not have a major
impact on students living in the
dormitories, said Clarence Smith,
supervisor of the steam plant.
"The dormitories will be
without water," Smith said "but
they have a suply on hand to start
with. There will also be no heat
for that time period."
The modifications, costing
$90,000, will include the installation of piping which will
capture the steam presently
released into the atmosphere. The
steam will then be recycled into
the campus distribution system.
Other renovations scheduled
for November, will include the
installation of economizers, oil
burners, and changing the fans
and steam turbines.
According to David Trefet hen.
director of engineering services,
the steam released by the plant
now does not have enough
pressure to produce energy for
the university. By modifying a
boiler with a new burner and
turbines, the steam will be
exhausted at higher pressures and
can be recycled.
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The I MO Central Steam Plant will be shut down today while undergoing the
first of •41141,000 worth of renoNations.(Smith photo)
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Tuesday, Sept. IS
12 n. Women and Curriculum,
Brown Bag Lunch. 1912 Room,
Union.
12 n. Study Skills Seminar.
Dean Dwight Rideout, Student
Affairs: "Time Management."
Coe Lounge, Union
4 p.m. Maine Peace Action
Committee (MPAC) meeting in
the Maples. All interested persons are invited to attend.
3-4 p.m. Wednesday Poetry
Hour will feature Professor Sandy Ives reading William Carlos
Williams in the Sutton Lounge
Memorial Union. Free admission
r4..2r1111=S=11=r.11=312

The Maine Masque Theatre of
the Dept. of theater/dance will
hold auditions for Gilbert
O'Sullivan's charming musical
"The Mikado" on Sunday. Sept.
20 at 1 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. in
Hauck Auditorium. Call backs
and auditions will also be held
Sept. 21 at 7:00 p.m. All university students are invited to
audition. These auditions will be
directed by the artist in residence,
the New York theatre director,
Rina Elisha.
LIKE THE OUTDOORS?
Come join the Maine Outing
Club and experience the Maine
wilderness. Meetings on Wednesday nights 7:30 in iUItuu
Lown room of Union.
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Sports photographers 111
and writers are
71112.
still wanted to work for '0,
the
daily Maine Cain pus.1
u.
If interested,see
Nancy Storey or
Joe McLaughlin
Lord Hall.
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UNIVERSITY
CINEMAS
TILLWATER AVE
OLD TOWN
827- 3810

Student Discount
Cards Available
"A STIRRING
DRAMA OF
EPIC
DIMENSIONS..."
FILRex Reed
A suRRING
EXCITING

M

Breaker morant
Daily 7 & 9

10%off everything! !
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Wanted: Waitress/Waiter

Diet plans without starving

Shaklee

#4.4#0•••••••••••441.41~0#4,
44•441~eNe#44####1

Barstan's Restaurant,Orono

Corrections
In Friday's Campus, a story
appeared about the student
government mail which had a
paragraph quoting SLS Paralegal, Tim Dort. The paragraph
should have read:
"Censorship of the mail is the
key issue here.- Dorr said,
"with no precedent for doing so
(by the university). The students are guaranteed rights by
university published policy. It is
a contractual issue as well.
These are legal issues that are
raised by their (the university's)
contract."
The Campus regrets the error.

—f _I _I —Jr
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Shift 11 -3 Monday • Friday
Experience necessary.
Apply between 1:30-2:30

The money for the project was
funded by the chancellor's office,
the university system and the
state energy bond issue.
The modifications will return
about $41,000 per year to UMO
and the money saved will pay for
the renovations in just over two
years.

Grand Opening
.,,
Vito'‘
"Most natural Products possible. -

Vitamins; Household and
Personal Care Products.

000
David Abbott
431 Gannett Hall
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Opinion
Faculty Forum

Honeymoon's over
A glimpse of the first two weeks worth of the
Maine Campus reveals an abundance of stories concerning groups that have lost or are in danger of
losing federal funding as the result of the Reagan
administration tax cuts.
Social security payments to eligible students, funding to the Maine Public Broadcasting Network and
the university's Sea Grant College: these are just a
few of some of the many campus programs that have
felt, either indirectly or directly, the sting of 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue.
Not that this university system is alone in its
problem of trying to find dollars to replace those lost
due to federal cuts, rather the affected UMO
programs represent what is happening throughout
the country in all areas. Even the military, the foundation of Reagan's "get tough" foreign policy, felt
some affect, as the President decided to cut that
department's budget by $13 million, from its original
inflated figure.
This new era of supply-side economics was supposed to represent the rejuvenation of the American
economy. It worked for the first four months of the
Reagan administration, as honeymoon politics overshadowed the realities of the complexities of this
nation's economy.
What has resulted since the end of the honeymoon

BY DOUG ALLEN

has been a steadying of the prime interest rate at a
high level, a drop in the New York Stock Exchange
Index from around the magic 1,000 level to the mid800's, an indication that the new policies have not yet
achieved its final goal, to stimulate private business.
Nationally, the new twist in the federal budget
policy is still in the hands of the country's jury. The
president has blamed most of the current economic
problems on the Carter administration, and some
time must be given to either prove or disprove this
theory.
On the educational front, the cuts that have not
been reinstated represent a direct threat to the future
of smaller institutions and the programming levels of
larger universities.
Referring to an old cliche, the universities are the
foundations to the next generation's leaders, and to
remove some of the opportunities available to the
next generation at the expense of the military or any
other program is counterproductive.
These programs may not seem all that important tc
rank-and-file Americans, but the Sea Grant
Program, MPBN and all the other university
programs that have or are in danger of feeling the
Reagan knife, are needed as training grounds so that
tomorrow's world will not have to find extra monies
to fix what could have been cured today.
E.C.
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Vietnam
Syndrome
Those 1950s politicians,
Ronald Reagan and Alexander
Haig, and their apologists in the
media seem obsessed with the
need "to overcome the Vietnam
syndrome." Ever since the defeat
in Vietnam, the U.S. has become
self-doubting and impotent, a
sleeping dismembered giant. It is
time to flex our muscles: Uncle
Sam will not be pushed around
anymore.
This is the sort of national
chauvinism, militarism, and
falsification of history one expects from much of Washington and
the establishment press. The
truth is the U.S. is at a level of
military parity with the Soviet
Union, and we are the world's
major economic power, with a
Gross National Product more
Yes, the U.S. has lost much of
its power relative to the rest of
the world, and we shall never
again
the
overwhelming
dominance of the two decades
following WWII. During this
century, Washington intervened
tollowing WWII. During this
century, Washington intervened
militarily in the Third World
countries of Asia, Africa, and
Latin Ameriea on the averages of
once every 'eighteen months.
Similarly, Soviet power peaked
about 1960 and has chm;nished
relative to the rest of the world
during the past two decades. And
contrary to Margaret Thatcher
pronouncements, Britain's
decline has more to do with the
loss of a world empire than with
unreasonable trade unions or uncultured immigrants.
U.S. power has diminished not
because we have been so
vacillating and weak, but
primarily because the Third
World countries of most of
humanity have begun to assert
themselves. Former victims of
racism, colonialism and class exploitation, the peoples of Asia
Africa, and Latin America are
still entrapped in neocolonial
political relations and imperialist
economic relations of social oppression and class exploitation.
But the direction of history
reveals that outside domination
and control by the U.S., the
U.S.S.R., and other developed
powers becomes increasingly difficult to maintain. In this sense.
Vietnam was a watershed, a
lesson of history that "invisible
wars" were becoming visible,
that "limited wars" were
becoming unlimited, that the big
powers must readjust their values
and priorities if humankind is to
survive.
Over a period of 10 years Of
struggle, millions of us learned
the painful but life-affirming
lessons of Vietnam. People with
power are now rewriting history,
and the Vietnam syndrome is the
most insidious attempt. Perhaps
faculty and others will communicate through the Maine
Campus the real lessons of Vietnam. Those who feel strongly
about such issues may join
MPAC, Clergy and Laity Concerned and other groups in the
area.
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Tan'university employees
To the Editor:

To increase the amount of
students eligible for a University of Maine education I
believe that President Silverman should replace the
miscellaneous University employees with work-study pendants. There seems to be an
abundance of jobs which
even the most simple-minded
students could handle.
I'm not suggesting that all
the University employees be
canned, just the lower
echelon. By providing these

jobs maybe even tuition could
be lowered.
It seems when this university was founded it was created
by the students, for the
students. Over the past 10
years or so this university has
been transformed from a
situation where the student
was asked to participate to the
present where the student is a
number plugged into an
equation.

K.C. Hughes
Milford

Sea adventure story 'hits home'
To the Editor:
When I returned to the ivory
tower this semester, I figured
that no one else would be able
to relate to the same type of
adventure I had challenged
this summer.
But Paul Fillmore's article
in Friday's edition hit home. I
could identify with him as he
told of his trip "out to sea."
As I read on, I not only knew
what he was talking about, but
I could feel it. I could feel once again the waves coming
over the bow in a squall,
bruises from being thrashed
about, and feeling about as
significant as a salt lick.
I spent four years in the
Navy and never saw water. I
suppose being a female, they
didn't think of me as seaworthy material.
So it took
becoming a civilian again to
get the opportunity to go to
sea.
I worked all summer on a
grouner boat in the Gulf of
Mexico. We(two of us) were
out a hundred miles for 12
days at a time, coming back in
port for three to four days to
get food, fuel, bait and ice,
and of course to have a cold
one at the familiar pub and exchange sea stories with the
other fishermen.
Looking back, my virgin
trip in May is most powerful in

memory. As soon as we were
out of sight of land I sat on the
bow and relished the pure
freedom. It was the beginning
of a new love. Sparkles danced across the flat calm water
only occasionally interrupted
by a flying fish who would
leave ripples (not unlike a
skipping stone) from his
propeller-like tail.
Being out to sea, yes, I felt
insignificant, but rich. For
that time I entertained the
thought that the world was
mine, my world being only
what I could see--water and
God's beauty is
sky.
magnified a thousand times.
Brilliant colors that cannot be
captured by an artist's paint.
It didn't take long to gain
respect with that love, though.
The sky sometimes darkened
suddenly, waves came from
nowhere, the tide starts ripping and I'd keep a close watch on a water spout on the
horizon. It'd make me wonder what we could have done
to make the sea so angry. Not
knowing if it would stay in its
temper for three hours or three
days is all part of the passion.
I learned to appreciate one
of those things I'd always
taken for granted--fresh
water. Especially on one trip
when we ran out and had only
ice to melt and drink.
At first, my major fear was

r legal briefs

of sharks. The captain tom
me that there were only two
kinds of dangerous sharks, the
big ones and the little ones,
and he quickly reminded me
that they lived there and we
were just visiting. I don't
think I'll ever learn to love
sharks though. They foul gear
and steal your catch when you
have it almost in the boat.
How many people in a
whole lifetime ever root and
cheerlead for playful porpoise
.as they race with the bow of
the boat, or shoot a 300 lb.
black-tip shark, or get to
scream at the top of their lungs
where nobody will hear them?
A fisherman's life is to be admired (and also questioned at
times!)
It is a hard life and a poor
one, but only in the monetary
sense. Working 17 hours each
day, getting blistered palms,
spiked by fins, and perilous
living conditions are all outweighed by the blessings.
Yes, this summer was quite
the trip--I, too, Paul, have
love and respect for the sea
engraved in my heart. I've
changed, now when I think of
rock n' roll, music comes only
second to mind.

Robbin Addams
Brewer

student legal services

Landlord-tenant laws
The
State
Maine
Legislature recently enacted
a new landlord/tenant law,
whose provisions go into effect on September 18, 1981.
The new legislation corrects
several inequities existing
under the old law, while
preserving a good balance
between the rights of tenants and those of landlords.
Neither a good tenant or a
good landlord has anything
to fear from the nov law.
The new law now protecfrom
the
tenant
ts
retaliatory evictions who
has made a written complaint about bad conditions
or joined a tenant's union.
An eviction notice served
on such an individual

within six months of the
complaint or tenant union
activity is presumed to be
retaliatory. The landlord
must prove otherwise
before eviction can take
place.
Another new provision
allows a tenant being evicted for back rent to use any
breach of the warranty of
habitability on the landlord's part as a defense.
This permits tenants to
withold rent if an apartment is unfit for human
habitation. A landlord and
tenant may enter into an
agreement in which the
tenant accepts specific conditions which may violate

the warranty of habitability
only in return for a stated
reduction in rent or other
specified fair consideration.
A landlord cannot raise the
rent of an apartment that is
in violation of the warranty
of habitability. In this case
a tenant may not waive the
right to be protected from
an increase in rent.
If a landlord does
illegally evict a tenant,
he/she is liable for a
$100.00 fine, or actual
damages, whichever is
greater, plaus attorney's
fees. This provision holds
true if the landlord has
utilities cut off, siezes
tenants' property or locks

them out. In other words a
landlord must follow the
legal procedures set up by
the legislature. They cannot
take the lass into their own
hands.
A 24-hour notice is
required by law before a
landlord can enter an apartment or house to inspect.
Moreover, landlords are
required to enter only at
"reasonable times." If a
landlord violates this new
law or makes repeated
demands for entry-- in effect harassing the tenant-the tenant shall recover
$100.00 or actual damages,
whichever is greater.
Reasonable attorney's fees

will be awarded if a tenant
obtains a judgement.
The new law also
provides for "repair and
deduct." This lets a tenant
repair conditions that are a
danger to health and safety.
A tenant must first give a
landlord notice of the conditions and up to 14 days to
repair them. If the repairs
are not made, the tenants
may then make the repairs
themselves or contract with
someone else to make them.
The cost of repairs cannot
be more than $100.00 or
one half the monthly rent.
Repair and deduct does not
apply to owner -occupied
buildings of five units or
less.
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World News
Libya foments
mutinies in Chad
MOUNDOU, CHAD, AP - Libya
has encouraged a series of mutinies at
army garrisons in southern Chad in
what Vice President Abdel Wader
Kamougue says is an attempt to give
Libyan troops an excuse to move into
the area.
"I'm tempted to say that the
Libyans were looking for a chance to
intervene in the south, the only part of
the country that works,— Col.
Kamougue told The Associated Press
here Sunday. "But it didn't work out
because the conditions here weren't
right," said the 42-year-old southerner
and former commander of the FAT,
Chad's national army.
Kamougue said the Libyans refused
to furnish funds to pay the 'some
10,000 members of the FAT and the
gendarmerie - most of whom are
stationed in the south - until an integrated national army is formed.
"But they may have ulterior
motives," he said. "They know the
soldiers don't have any money but they
do have guns and they can create
chaos. It's a dangerous game."
Although precise details are difficult
to obtain, there appear to have been no
deaths or serious injuries during the
mutinies in the town of Moundou,Doba, Kouhra and Sarh.

Solidarity issues letter to Soviets
WARSAW, POLAND (AP) Solidarity members issued an open letter Monday inviting critical Soviet
workers to Poland to see first-hand
how the independent labor federation
operates.
"We hope that when we meet, we
will explain many problems and maybe
your attitude toward Solidarity and all
its members will obtain a proper
judgement," the letter from the union
president of Warsaw's aircraft factory
told Soviet workers in a daily
Solidarity news bulletin.
While not mentioning the letter, the
official Soviet news agency Tass accused "extremist leaders" in Solidarity
of stepping up efforts to overthrow the
socialist system. The attack was the
latest in a torrent of sharp criticism
unleashed by the union's first national
congress.
In a dispatch from Warsaw , Tass
said Solidarity leaders "strive to
heighten the atmosphere of an antisocialist and anti-Soviet psychosis...to
further pursue their attack on socialism
with a view to takin o‘er over in

Poland."
Meanwhile, the official Polish news
agency PAP said 10,000 soldiers and
recruits have reported for work in
Poland's coal mines to help boost
sagging coal production.
The struggling economy and
growing union challenge of Communist authority triggered scattered
warning protests across the country
Monday and workers threatened allout strikes by the end of the week.
The invitation to Soviet workers was
an apparent response to last week's anti-Solidarity letter from workers at the
Zil auto plant in Moscow, who accused
their Polish counterparts of "fanning
up anarchy and chaos."
Soviet media have carried several
reports of similar worker "rebuffs to
the anti-Soviet and anti-socialist
statements of the politicians from
Solidarity."
Communist Party officials have accused Solidarity of "counterrevolution" for appealing for the
spread of the independent labor
movement in East bloc.

Imported Auto
Parts

Business
Directory
THE
MEN'S
ROOM
PROFESSIONAL
HAIR STYLING
Don Hoxie Debbie Byers
947-4870 947-3924
SUNSVOT MALL-SAMOS

-117 Wilson Street
Breuer. Maine
Parts for most
foreign cars
Phone 989-6075
Hours
8AM • 5PM M
9AM - 12 Sat
Bangor-Merrifield
Office Supply.,Inc.
Drafting&Engineering
Supplies
School Supplies
Calculators, Typewriters
14 State Street Downtown
Bangor 942-5511

Chemical believed cause of deaths
Washington AP - The Reagan
administration said Monday it believes thousands of people in Afghanistan. Laos and Cambodia have been
killed in recent years by an outlawed
chemical poison - but it declined to
hold the Soviet Union directly responsible.
Government experts briefing reporters said they had only circumstantial
evidence linking the so-called lethal
mvcotoxins to the Soviet Union. A
mycotoxin is a poison typically
produced in nature by living
organisms.
The experts. who briefed reporters
on the condition that their names not
be used, spoke just nours atter the
Soviet government denied it has
employed chemical warfare in the
three countries.
The Tass report. which came in
response to a sneech Sunday by
Secretary of State Alexander Haig,
instead charged tnat the United States
has used chemical agents against its

Dubay's Auto Parts
Complete Line
of Automotive Parts
& Equipment
656 Hammond St.,
Bangor
10 Mill St. Orono
155 Water St.,
Old Town

enemies, mentioning specifically Vietnam.
Haig said in West Berlin on Sunday
that "We now have physicial evidence
from Southeast Asia which has been
analyzed and found to contain abnormally high levels of three potent
mvcotoxins-poisonous substances not
indigenous to the regions which are
highly toxic to man and animals."
The agent has been described as
"yellow rain" because it is released
from aricrafts as yellow powder that
covers the ground, structures, vegetation and people below it.
According to a "fact sheet" provided to reporters. the agent produces
"bizarre effects" in rapid sequence:
dizziness, severe itching or tingling of
skin with formation of multiple small
hard blisters, nausea, coughing of
blood material, choking, vomiting of
blood, shock and death of those
directly under the sprays, often within
hours.
Z5229525-29525625-62575?S8-25-6257_5752QS-7W952525257,1
4

DIS
iiiistadmimes limps

Are available at the Viking
Sewing Center
Sew it voursell kit. or down insulated
clothing. sleeping bags. tents, packs, rain
gear, bike bae. and more

12 Howard Ln. Bangor, Me.
(207)945-3473
Open Mon.-Sat.9:30-4:30
Tv9s6e_v_szwszszsz_sts-8299.szstszszszszvvszsesz

"Yarns to Knit and
Stitch"

DONALD E. LIBBY
Electrical Contractor
and General Repairs

CrInplete Stitchery Service

394 Lincoln Street, Bangor,

290 State Street
Bangor. Maine
(207) 945-5516
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NASA to test
space shuttle

pi%PA0* NO!
We PLAY WlieN
PReSiDeNT $rePs
off-.
NOT MR.
mee5e!!!

CANAVERAL, Fla. AP - Kennedy
Space Center officials went through
final preparations Monday for a
critical tanking test and simulated
launch of the space shuttle Columbia,
due to lift off for its second m'-'
Oct. 9.
The tanking exercise, during which
the shuttle's external tank will be filled
with 143,000 gallons of liquid oxygen
and 383,000 gallons ot liquid
hydrogen, was scheduled to begin at 2
a.m. Tuesday.
A little more than five hours later,
NASA officials planned to rehearse the
final 45 minutes of countdown with a
simulated launch set for 8 a.m.
After the 184-foot tall external tank
allowed to warm up for 18 hours,
preparations will begin for Wednesday's test of the newly intalled
pressure water system on the launch
pad.
The pressure water system, which
sprays water around the holes of the
solid rocket booster's exhaust, is
designed to prevent a recurrence of the
overpressurization shock waves that
were created during the shuttle's initial
launch last April.

Digest criticized

News briefs
LONDON AP - In a few years,
says Mick Jagger, he'll tone
down his antics on stage with the
Rolling Stones because he can't
take the pace.
"I can go on playing and
singing all my life. But I can't
carry on doing the kind of act I'm
doing now forever," the 38-yearold singer said in an interview
Monday.
"I reckon I can carry on for
three or four years but after that I
won't physically be able to do it
anymore."
Speaking from a studio 60
miles outside Boston, Mass.,
where the Stones were rehearsing
for a 40-city U.S. tour, Jagger
told the Sun newspaper he jogs
five miles a day to train for the
act.
Since former Beatle John Lennon was shot last December,
some rock stars have been reluctant to tour, but Jagger is
philosophical.
"You cant spend your life
beeing paranoid. There'll always
be the nutters and you just have
to watch out for them.
GRAND LAKE STREAM
Maine AP - One of Maine's
best--known landlocked-salmon
streams is falling short of its
reputaion because a dam was
illegally closed during a crucial
egg-hatching period, according
to the state Inland Fisheries and
Department.
Wildlife
EXETER, N.H. AP - Three
men, including a father and son,
have been arrested following an
investigation into a burglary in
which $50,000 worth of chain
saws, tractors and household
goods were recovered, police
said.
The three, charged with
receiving stolen goods, were to be
arraigned later this week. Police
said more arrests may follow.
Exeter police, who announced
the arrests Sunday, said the
Saturday night raids in Exeter,
Portsmouth, Hampton Falls and
in Eliot, Maine, culminated a
two-month investigation by state
and local police in Maine and
New Hampshire.

SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif. AP Leaders of the 3,000 anti-nuclear
protesters encamped here said
Monday they are ready to begin a
blockade to disrupt the firing up
of the $2.3 billion Diablo Canyon
atomic power plant.
"It will begin tomorrow if
everyone is ready," said Mark
Evanoff, a spokeman for the
Abalone Alliance, an umbrella
organization for about 58 antinuclear groups represented here.
"I think everybody is close to
ready and if anyone is not, I
think those problems can be
solved
in
a
matter
of
hours,"Evanoff said.
The California Highway Patrol
estimated up to 3,000 demonstrators had massed at a tent city
and other lodgings near the
seaside plant.
About 500 National Guardsmen and hundreds of state
troopers and local police were
stationed at a nearby military
base.
"People are really excited,"
Evanoff said. "The energy is
really high in the camp.
Evanoff said the demonstrators were making final
preparations, with a series of
"readiness-check" meetings.
COLORADO SPRINGS Colo.
AP - A midnight prank by 10
girls at a slumber party turned
into tragedy when a homeowner
who had recently been burglarized fired a shot as they spread
toilet paper over trees in his
posh neighborhood.
One of the girls, 13-year-old
Julie Lewis, was in serious
condition Monday at St. Francis
Hospital, where she was brought after a bullet from a
.25-caliber pistol lodged in her
back early Sunday.
John Lewis, her father, said
doctors told him the wound was
"pretty serious.. There's some
spinal damage." A hospital
spokeswoman listed Julie in
serious condition but improving
after undergoing surgery to
remove the bullet.

NEW YORK AP - The New York
chapter of Moral Majority on Monday
condemned what its president called a
"hellish" plan by Reader's Digest to
publish a condensed version of the
Bible.
"You can't change the word of
God," said the Rev. Daniel Fore "It's
censoring God."
The Reader's Digest Bible,
scheduled for publication a year from
now, will be a reduced version of the
Revised Standard Version of the Bible,
which also has been criticized by fundamentalists.
Fore acknowledged he had not seen
any manuscripts of the condensed
Bible, but he insisted it would be a
sacrilege. "They're saying to God,
'You didn't know what you were
talking about,'" Fore complained.

After the April 12 liftoff, officials
discovered that shock waves from the
exhaust of the boosters were four times
as strong as engineers had anticipated.
Oficials say it is mandatory to reduce
the shock waves be fore a second launch can be made.

-FUDENTS
"Wc•re here to save you
moue'
RI NI -A-LIFT or RENT-BAY
Hours: Mon thru Fri: 8:00 a.m.5:00 p.m.
Sat:9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
sun: Closed

I )IRECTWAY SERVICE
I 2if, iiammontl Si., 'Lingo!
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Job
for an
Assistant
Treasurer

•
•
I.

•

We need an Assistant Treasurer $.
to work for the Student
Government. Thisjob is salaried
*.•
:and work study studentswelcomed
$
$
Please apply at the Student
Government Office on the
third floor of the Memorial Union.
•••••••••••••••••••••••
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Sports
Buckley aims for majors,named to all-star team
out and worked on a lot of things,
particularly my fielding. It's just

13y Joe McLaughlin
Staff Writer
This summer. former UMO standout, Kevin Buckley came one ster
closer to someday playing major
league baseball.
Buckley. a third-team All-American
selected last spring. played right field,
for the lexas Ranger's Rookie League
eulb this summer in Sarasota, Floridia. and made a very impressive
debut. He hit .285 with two homers
and 30 rbi's. Defensively he made just
.,ne error in 51 games while throwing
out six runners on the base paths.
For his efforts. Buckley was named
.o the Rookie League All-Star team,
receiving the most first places votes of
ons outfielder. "I was honored and
pleased." Buckley said "I just went

Kevin Buckley

another little thing to help me move
up."
Buckley who helped pace the Maine
Bears to a slot in the College World
Series last season hitting .431 with
eight homers. 15 doubles, 102 total
bases, and a New England record-breaking 51 rbi's, said he had to make a
few adjustments this summer.
"It was kind of tough getting used
to playing every day," he said. "We
played 66 games in a row, so you had
to get yourself up mentally for each
game and put yesterday's game totally
out of your mind."
A Braintree, Ma.. native Buckley
said he thinks he has a good shot of
some day making it to the major
leagues. Next spring he will be trying
to make the Ranger's Class A squad in
Asheville, N.C. "Hopefully I'll be
able to keep moving up," he said. I've

been practicing a little at third and
first because the more postitons you
can play the better your chances are,"
he said. "My chances are pretty
good, but it all depends on what they
think."
Playing in the heat and humidity
was another thing Buckley had to
adjust to along with switching from
left field to right. "I played a lot of
right in high school so that wasn't to
much of an adjustment," Buckley
said, adding, hovever that the heat did
drain a lot from him physically.
In the months ahead. Buckley said
he will be keeping in shape to prepare
for the start of the spring baseball
ieason. "It's important that I stay in
;hape and am ready to play this
spring," he said. "I don't want to cut
myself by doing something foolish just
because I wasn't in shape."

Black Bear tennis team splits weekend matches
by Phil Hodgkins
Staff Writer
This weekend the UMO men's tennis
team split two matches, with a win
against St. Michael's on Friday and
a loss to the University of Vermont on
Saturday.
UMO easily won Friday with all six
singles players winning their matches.

Eric Heitman, John Joyce, Ron
Chicoine, Mark Smith, Bob Nigro and
David Collinsworth proved to be more
than St. Michael's could handle. In
doubles play, Chicoine and Nigro gave
UMO their final victory of the day.
Saturday an injury played a key role
in UMO's loss to UVM. Coach Brud
Folger had no doubts going into the
match that UMO would be victorious,

Students abuse
softball field

How do YOU

spread the
word?
We suggest

Maine Campus
Classifieds
The Classifieds are an easy,
inexpensive way to send a
message,get information,
buy, sell — the possibilities
are endless.
New Weekly Rates
$1.20 for 15 words or less, 10 for each additional
word per day
Specials: 3 days/$3.00 5 days $5.00
(Please Prepay)
Maine Campus

Lord Hall Basement

One difference Folger noticed in the
until number two singles player John
Joyce sprained his ankle and had to two matches was the doubles play.
default his match. This also defaulted "The doubles looked weak on hriday,
UMO for a doubles match, which gave but came back to play exceptionally
UVM another point. Winning for well," Folger said. "Smith and CollinUMO against UVM was Chicoine and sworth looked the best I have ever seen
Collingsworth in singles play while the them play."
Folger seems confident that his
Chicoine, Nigro and the Smith,
Collinsworth combinations won in players can win from two to four
singles matches per game, but said the
doubles action.
• key remains the doubles. "Enthusiasm, determination and the hard
work put in by the entire team are the
reasons for our strong play so far," he
said. "But most important we think we
can win."
UMO will travel to Massachusetts
for a match with Brandeis this Friday
and then will go to New Hampshire for
by Robert Thompson
a match with UNH on Saturday.
Staff Writer

UMO

Close to S14,000 has been invested in the new women's softball field and the UMOgrounds
and Services Department wishes
that students would stop using it
as a foot path.
Students have been cutting
across the field as a shortcut to
and from their dorms in the York
Complex. The more times
students cut across the field
causes abuse and subsequent
maintenance by the grounds
department. The field, which has
had drainage problems in the
past, is now 80 percent ready and
is still being worked on by the
department.
Last spring a snov.lence was
erected to block the path across
the field, but it was quickly
knocked down. "The snowfence
obviously upset some students,"
Peter Dufour, Superintendent of
Grounds and Services said. "It
was knocked down and cut to
pieces."
A new fence will be erected this
fall. "The chain linked gates are
being padlocked to divert traffic
and we're going to have them
watched by the police in hopes of
stemming any vandalism,"
Dufour said.
Softball coach Janet Anderson
said she hopes students will stop
abusing the field. "When a field
like this is new you have to give it
time to develop," she said. "We
hope students will respect the fact
that it's a ball field now and if the
area can be developed ii will be
very nice for every student."

Golfteam
places third
Tom Towle led the UMO golf team
to a third place finish in the Bowdoin
Invitational College golf tournament
last weekend at Brunswick Golf Course.
A two-day total of 156 tied Towle
for eighth place and the Maine team's
total score of 641 put them in third
place in the nine-team event. The tournament was won by Bryant College of
Smithfield, R.I. with a 593 score while
Salem State College placed second at
611.
Merrimack College placed fourth at
642, followed by St. Anselm's (652),
(666),
Bowdoin
Husson(668),
Bates(720), and Thomas(754).
The Black Bears were led by Towle.
Steve Bullard(159), Keith Patterson(162) and Curt Anderson(164).
Maine will play a tournament at
Husson tomorrow and then travel to
New Hampshire for the New Hampshire Invitational on Sept. 22.
SPORTSDATLS
Football at Rhode Island Saturday at 1:30 p.m.
Soccer ar Thomas College Wednesday at 3 p.m.
Men's tennis at Brandeis Friday
at 4 p.m.
Golf at Husson Tuesday at 1:15
p.m.

•

The University of Maine at Orono
student newspaper
since 1875

hind professors
Students stanondmalbe
l
nistrators present opinions

Over 1,000 walk out,rally
to demonstrate support for faculty

by Tim Rice
the speech of Stewart Doty, chairman
Staff Writer
of the council of colleges.
A crowd of about 1200 students
"You're just marvelous," he said.
rallied on the mall Tuesday morning to "This is terriftic. Every month when I
show support for UMO faculty and have to look at my paycheck I envy my
proffessional workers.
colleagues at other universities. But
Chants of "We want Silverman," when they find out how you feel about
led by Student Government President us, I know the situation will be
Charlie Mercer, set the mood for the reversed. They will envy us."
demonstration, which began at 10
Doty said he realized that some said
a.m. in front of the Fogler Library. the rally should not take place because
Four empty seats displayed the it interfered with education. Therefore
names of Chancellor McCarthy, Gov- he said he would begin with a history
ernor Brennan. Dr. Stanley Evans, lesson.
Chairman of the UMaine board of
"This is the 23rd authenticized
trustees, and President Silverman. student strike in the history of the
who were all asked to speak at the
University of Maine. The first was in
rally.
1872 when faculty and administrators
"I'd hoped that the administrators joined the students in protest of the
would be here to offer their views,• low quality of tea and moldy bread on
the
said Ken Hayes, president of
campus. It's known as the tea riot."
ed
Associat
the
"What is most important is, overOrono chapter of
Maine.
of
ty
helmingly, students, faculty and
Faculty of the Universi
void
a
is
there
see,
can
you
administrators came together to sup"But as
where leadership is needed. Where port the interests of the University of
are they? Or does it really matter?' Maine at Orono. The difference is that
"What is a university. anyway?" for the first time, the administration
Hayes asked. "Is it a board of has not joined with faculty and
trustees?" (No! shouted the crowd.) students." Doty said.
"When salaries are 50th. sooner or
Who would care if it was dismantled?
would
who
And
know?
would
Who
later the university becomes 50th.
know if Chancellor McCarthy were Maine ranked 23rd on the national pay
Who would care? (Loud scale for land grant universities in the
gone?
applause)
mid '50's. The professors at the
"Yet this university could not University of New Hampshire, which
continue one day without the faculty. is not a rich school. make $4,000 more
It operates now only because the per year than I do. That adds up. But
faculty believes in higher education. we're not asking for UMass salaries,
and the imoportance of this institution or even UNH salaries. How about
to the state of Maine." Hayes said. $2,000 a year more?" Doty said.
More than once Hayes mentioned
Sharon Dendurent. president of the
administrative incometence in his University of Maine Professional Staff
address. "By their decisions they are Association, which represents the 230
letting the quality of education at this
professional workers at the school,
school deteriorate. It is certain to including librarians, secretaries, and
result in a devalued experience for others, also spoke. She protested the
students. Dorms and classroomns are "whopping 2.5 percent salary increase
overcrowded, the faculty is underpaid, offered the professionals."
and there are fewer student-faculty
She also urged all students to get
contacts.
involved by writing to the governor.
"The board and administration the board of trustees, the chancellor,
must be made to feel ashamed for the newspapers,etc.
underpaid employees. My personal
Student Government representthanks to all of you . We shall atives were euphoric after the rally.
overcome.
"I don't think people expected you to
The crowd gave Hayes a standing show up," Vice President Donnie
ovation, and the rally picked up Oakes told the crowd. "But we've
momentum, which carried over into ;hown that students do care."

Admi
of Tuesday's student walkout
By Ruth Decoster
Staff Writer
Although university administrators
were not present at Tuesday morning's
student rally in front of Fogler
Library, more than a thousand students were. The verdict among university
administrators was mixed.
To University President Paul Silverman, the student walkout was neither
helpful nor constructive.
"I did not approve of it," he said,
"in the first place."
Because he did not attend the rally,
Silverman said that he did not know
what took place or what was said. An
important reason tor disappearing
of the walkout was due to the tact that
it interfered with classes.
"Why was it tied to walking out of
classes," he asked.
Silverman said that students could
have shown their support of the faculty
without interrupting "the purpose of
education" here at UMO.
He also added that there are issues
other than faculty wages involved.
These issues, he said, are under
negotiation by the faculty union and a
system-wide collective bargaining unit
A student rally, in his opinion, would
not greatly affect the final outcome of
faculty contracts.
University of Maine Board of
Trustees member Francis Brown had
no objections to the student walkout
and rally.
"There's absolutely nothing wrong

with students showing they are concerned," he said. It shows that they think
they have a good faculty and they
should be able to express themselves."
He said it was the students' choice
not to go to class and any loss involved
would be their own.
Brown repeated Silverman by saying
that the bargaining process going on
involves more than just the salary
issue." He hopes that it will be solved
soon because "it doesn't help
anybody's cause to have it last a long
time."
Regarding faculty wages, Brown
said due to funding problems "we
can't give them all that we'd like to."
He said it's not a question af being anti-faculty but rather a question of how
much funding is available.
Dr. James Horan, associate to the
president, said it is difficult to determine what effects the rally will have on
the negotiating process or the university community.
"I knew what the student's expectations were," he said, after discussing
the matter with student leaders. He
said it was hoped to "generate
widespread support among the
citizenry for the faculty cause.
Whether that's the effect or not, we'll
have to wait and see."
Chairman of the board of trustees Dr.
Stanley Evens said he thought it"was
admirable that they're supporting the
integrity of the faculty" but the major
question is how they will get what they
want.
•

Adjusting to university life
by Claudia Tucci
Staff Writer
Going to college is a lot more
than classes and exams for the
non-traditional student. Family
needs, jobs, outside activities,
time and money constraints,
culture shock, lack of knowledge
of UMO services, and difficulty
choosing a major all interact to
complicate the older student's
life.
When asked which problems
are most difficult for older
students, Katie Hillas. assistant

dean of student affairs, said,
"The only generalization you can
make is that you can't make any
generalizations." Since some
students are single while some are
married and some have families
while others do not, each person's case is unique, she said.
Patricia Baron, assistant to the
vice-president for academic affairs said studying is more often a
full - time occupation for the
younger student but tor the older
student is "only one of several
see NON-TRA DS, page 3
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Two elms cut to prevent
diseasefrom spreading
by Wendy Barret:
Staff Writer
Two diseased elm trees on the mall
were cut down a week before classes
started because they endangered the
rest of the elms, according to Richard
Campana,professor of botany and
forest pathology.
"The trees had a canker disease that
predisposed them to infestation by
beetles that carry the Dutch elm disease
fungus," he said.
Campana said the elms were also cut
because they inhibited proper
development of the ash trees planted
beside them.
"The ash trees, planted in 1973
to eventually replace the elms expected
to die of Dutch elm disease, are being
shaded by the elms," Campana said.
"If they don't get enough sunlight they
may bend outward."
"The university has developed a
policy where no elm trees will be cut
unless they are diseased, however, no
effort will be made to save the rest of
the mall elm trees if they become
diseased," he said.
Peter Dufour, superintcndent of
grounds and services, said that he has
no plans to cut down any more elms
this fall.
"We remove trees after receiving
authorization from Dr. Campana. The
only cutting I can forsee is if there are
some trees left that are hazardous to
wires," Dufour said.
The final decision to cut diseased
trees is made through a cooperative effort by Dr. James Swasey, chairman of
plants and soils sciences and associate
professor of ornamental horticulture

Faculty living in dorms
by Annette Higgins
Staff Writer
A major goal of the Faculty in
Residence program is - to bring
faculty to a level, other than
academic, where they can relate
to students.
"We're given a service of an
apartment to live in and we give a
service of friendship to the
students," Teresa Torkanowsky
said.
Torkanowsky, an instructor in
the dance department, is living
in Dunn Hall this year as part of
the Faculty in Residence
program.
"Before I saw only kids who
took my classes," Torkanowsky
"said, "now I'm exposed to
students in Dunn and the complex as well as staff members."
Torkanowsky is enthusiastic
about living in a dorm and plans
to be involved with student activities.
She has several ideas for
programs involving students in
Dunn Hall.
"I plan to have weekly fullcourse dinners and invite three
each
week,"
people
Torkanowsky said. She said each
week will be a different theme
such as spanish, chinese, russian,
etc.

People to be invited will be
picked randomly but she wou4-::
like to include residents who are
less involved with other activities.
program
Another
Torkanowsky plans is an excercise and nutition class to be offered twice a week before dinner.
"Some of my advanced
students will be teaching the
class," Torkanowsky said.
Cheryl Starkie, a freshman
Living on first floor Dunn said
met
not
had
she
that
Torkanowsky yet. "I've seen her
around and I'm enthusiastic
about meeting her," Starkie said.
When asked what she thought
of living in Dunn Hall,
Torkanowsky said, "It's a little
run down compared to other
dorms on campus but the kids are
great".
To help her adjust to dorm life,
she has set up what she calls her
"gypsy kitchen" in a closet. "I
have a hot plate set on top of my
refrigerator," Torkanowsky
said.
Other faculty members participating in the program are:
Earl Boothe, Belfast Hall; Lloyd
Brightman, Somerset Hall;
Clorinda Chunn, Augusta Hall;
Hugh Dewitt, Cumberland Hall;
Hemant Pendse, Chadbourne
Hall; and Roland and Helen
Struchtemeyer, York Hall.
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One of the remaining undiseased elms
on the mall.
microscopic parasitic fungus that
produces a gum-like substance which
blocks water conduction vessels in the
tree. This substance prevents water
flow from the soil to the leaves.
The elm trees were planted in 1936
and, barring disease, have a life expectancy of 200-300 years.
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and landscape design, graduate
assistant Christopher W. Murdoch and
Campana.
"The total cost for removal of the
two trees was $400, or around $.200
per tree," Dufour said. "This money
came from the grounds and services
operating budget."
Dutch elm disease is ranged hv a
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We. at Penquis Family Planning, feel money
should not be a barrier to needed health care or yolIT
choice to control your fertility
For your information. Penquis will be introducing
a new way for you to pay for your health services
according to how much money you earn. The
charges will be reasonable for all, with the
guarantee of confidential quality procedures

Call 947-6931 to see what it would cost a client for
Gynecological Exam
'Pelvic and breast exam
Pap Smear
Basic physical exam- Read to toe)
Venereal Disease screening
(diagnosis and treatment - including
herpes)
Lab Work
Blood and Urine test
Pregnancy Testing and Counseling
Vaginal Infection (diagnosis and
treatment)
Birth Control ( all forms including
natural family planning)
Education and counseling on
reproductive health issues
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Clinics are located in:
Bangor.262 Harlow Street
Dexter- 110 Spring Street
Milo • Masonic Building - Main Street
Millinocket - 67 Summer Street
Lincoln - 34 Main Street
Lee- Dr Blackmer's
Clinic Hours Include evening
appointments. Schedulscl
within Ito? weeks.

FAMILY PLANNING
Penquis C.A.P., Inc.
262 Harlow Street, P.0. Box 1162
Bangor, Maine 04401
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Alcohol policy brings
changes to dorm life
by Dave Getchell
Staff Writer
The toughened-up alcohol policy instituted last year in campus residence
halls seems to be providing a balance
between students' rights to work and
study in their dorms as well as to
socialize there.
The often-controversial policies
tightened up rules concerning alcohol
use in an effort to control the atmosphere in the dorms and offer one
more suited to academic pursuits.
The policy changes included a
crackdown on underage drinking,
designation of specific places in each
dorm for controlled-access parties, a
keg permit system, and responsibility
sheets to be signed by those sponsoring
any function where alcohol was
available.
According to university police, the
Office of Residential Life and some
dorm residents, the new policy seems
to be working.
"In the early 70's, there was no
balance between socialization and
academics in the dorms," said William
Prosser, assistant director of police set
vices.
"For too long, there wasn't enough
promotion of academics outside the
class room." Prosser said. There was
a vocal minority who equated partying
with studying, he noted, while the
majority of students saw education as
primary but "still wanted to blow off
steam occasionally."
Prosser said that problems in the
early 70's came from a lack of control

in the dorms which resulted in students
often being deprived of their rights to a
living experience conducive to
academics.
Ross Moriarty, director of Residential Life, noted a change in his staff's
attitudes and philosophy along with
the drinking policy changes.
"The staff is now working with
students to build an atmosphere giving
students as much freedom as possible
under state laws, but still not infringe
on others' rights. People have to get an
education," he said.
"The police are here on campus to
uphold state laws. We're concerned
about students' environments, about
providing a community--a community
co scholars."
Lisa Falcone, a junior who has lived
in UMO dorms for three years, and
presently lives in Stodder Hall as an
RA, said she feels the alcohol policy
has made life in her dorm easier.
"It has helped keep the place
quieter, and cut down damage alot,
too," she said. "The rules are enforced
quite strictly here.
"Now that the same rules have been
in effect for a year. people accept
them better," Falcone said, "They are
more consistent, and people understand them better now."
Sergeant Michael Zubik of UMOPD
said he also sees positive benefits of increased student awarenes of alcohol
use helped by the policy. As an example, he pointed out what he called "a
surprising lack of alcohol and
drinking" at the Bill Chinnock concert
at the Memorial Gym last weekend.!.

Non-tradsface different lifestyles
(continuedfrom page 1.)
very important facets of their lives."
Baron was a member of the task force
on the adult learner that completed its
work last May.
BCC liberal arts student Sally Nagle,
44, said having enough time to s7udy is
3 problem because she works as a
hostess four nights a week and also
belongs to a singing group. Nagle, a
full-time student, and her daughter
both attend BCC where they are often
seen walking as "a mother and
daughter team," she said.
Elanna Clark, 33, a senior physical
education major, gets to spend time
with one of her daughters when she
coaches instructional basketball once a
week at the Bangor YMCA. A single
parent of four children aeed 1.4.8.and
9. Clark said she has a "fantastic"
babysitter. "This was one problem
when coming back to school that I
really worried about."
Clark is carrying 18 credit hours and

works 15 hours a week for work study.
"It's an 18-hour day but it's worth it,"
she said. With only so many hours to
be a student, mother and worker,"you
have to be organized," she said. The
sessions on time and
money
management and study skills given by
the Commuter Affairs Resources office were beneficial to her Clark said.
Al Devoe, 33, a BCC business
freshman, said it is difficult adjusting
to a study routine after having worked
three years at a job where he made his
own schedule. "School is different but
it's something I have to do to pass," he
said.
Janice Rowell, UMO student, said
her biggest obstacle is finances.
Although she took out a guaranteed
student loan, gets a basic grant, and
works part-time, she needs a second
job, she said, because "I can't live on
around $29 a week." Study time is not
a problem for her now but it will be it
she takes a second job, she said.
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In search of the perfect climbing tree.

Students teach courses
at Hilltop Craft Center
By Wendy Barrett
Staff Writer
"The Hilltop Craft Center, located
in Hilltop dining commons, offers four
new courses this fall," Lee Kachan,
director of the crafts center said.
"Tapestry, silk screening, quilting
and block printing were added to give
students more choices," Kachan said.
Registration starts next week. Fall
hours for the craft center are
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
from 1 to 9 p.m.. Friday from 1 to 8
p.m., Saturday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
and Sunday from 1 to 6 p.m.
The student operated craft center
also offers instruction in jewelry
making. macrame, candle making and
scrimshaw among other crafts.
Students can browse or get individual free instructions on how to make
crafts. The only costs involved are for
materials and a 50 cent studio users
fee. Kachan said.
Hilltop craft classes are offered for
as little as $5.00 for an eight week

course. These classes are taught by
students and outside craftspersons.
"Last year 250 students were
enrolled in the craft classes," Kachan
said. "Our busiest time of the year is
between Thanksgiving and Christmas
when 60 or more persons use the
facilities each day."
Janice Tilton. a sophomore business
management major, said last semester
she made a silver ring for a little over a
dollar.
"I walked in, asked for help and got
"I've heard.
it," Tilton said.
however, that some persons didn't get
any help."
Paula Loupin, a junior natural
resources major said she's worked in a
darkroom since January.
"I like the place and I hope they
keep the prices down because the
courses offered through the union
have gone up too much," Loupin said.
The 50 cent studio fee for the use of
the facility pays for new equipment.
advertising and postal costs.
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for this text.
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and local happenings in one great text — the
Bangor Daily News -- without having to wait in long
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Opinion
Section 8
BRIAN FARLEY

To your health
Friday will see a new set of laws take effect in
Maine, including one which will make operating a
motor vehicle under the influence of alcohol or drugs
a criminal offense, punishable by a mandatory 48hour jail term.
This law is the culmination of a series of antidrinking statutes that have been enacted in the past
year. The attitude against drinking is also permeating
the Orono campus in the form of stricter enforcement of drinking rules.
The law in regards to OUI is a necessary step to
stem the tide of senseless slaughter taking place on
the highways every day. More than half of motor
vehicle deaths on Maine roads last year were due to
intoxicated drivers. The new harsh law may make
some people think twice before getting behind the
wheel to operate a vehicle.
There have been no new regulations implemented
this year concerning alcohol use on campus. There
will be stricter enforcement of previously approved
rules. These rules include prohibiting drinking in
dormitory hallways, which are considered public
places, and stricter controls on the number and
frequency of kegs in dormitories.

Student power
awakened
This is also a necessary move.
As William Prosser of the University's Police and
Safety Department said, the early 1970's showed no
balance between socializing and academics. Drinking
and partying have been fighting for top priority in
too many dormitories. It's time that the quality of
education improves in all corners of the universitynot just in the classroom.
Occasional keg parties and other social events with
drinking are a needed release but when they become
the cornerstone of a lifestyle a problem exists. And
the stricter enforcement is a needed solution.
Too often people have been allowed to act
recklessly when consuming alcohol or other drugs.
These individuals infringe on other people's rightswhether it be interfering with studies or killing them
on the highway.
Hats off to Gov. Joseph Brennan and the
legislature for meeting their responsibilities to this
major problem and for the university having the
courage to meet its problems in a responsible manner.
S.B.
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No attempts at humor today.
I'm still riding high from
yesterday's student walkout.
Really, I was impressed. How
often do you see more than
1,000 students gathered together to show that they care about
anything, let alone something as
important as the negotiation of
faculty contracts?
We don't
even get that kind of a crowd out
watching the football team on
Saturdays, and their situation
seems just as hopeless as that of
the faculty.
But something good happened on the UMO mall yesterday.
A much-need showing of
strength and unity was evident
for the governor, the chancellor.
the Board of Trustees, President
Silverman, and the rest of our
sleeping administrators to see.
And it's about time.
O.K., the walkout did have
it's problems. Nobody at first
realized that cheers of, "We
want Pres-i-dent Sil-ver-man"
might have too many syllables
for such a large crowd to handle.
Peter Blum and his opportunist
friends decided to make the
rally a showcase for their
personal cause--the establishment of a worker's party.--and
all their sign waving and
propaganda distribution was a
bit ill-timed and took away from
the issue at hand, I thought.
And, of course no one can
accuse Charlie Mercer of being
a master of oratorical presentation. But all of this aside. the
rally was a definite success.
As I sat out there on the mall,
I felt a real sense of pride in the
students of this university and
what we were trying to do
yesterday. In a word, we are
telling the administration
"ENOUGH!" Enough of paying faculty workers and professionals horribly low wages.
Enough of censoring our mail.
Enough of disregarding student
input on decisions that affect
each and every one of us. And
enough of this hiding out and
refusing to meet sdth students
in the hope that o r problerrs
simply go away an I be forgotten. The adminis.ration's bc
haviour is really starting to go
beyond ridiculous, and now is
the time to stop it.
The real questiot is: where do
We go
we go from her( ?
We •.'rite those
foreward.
letters to the chaticOlor, the
board of trustees, the governor.
and we keep on caring until
something gets done. Otherwise, we'll see our freedoms
stripped from us bit by bit.
Student Government worked
hard to stir the sleeping giant of
student power from a long, long
nap. It's up to us to keep it alive
and functioning as a vital part of
this university. The administration of this university has not
heard the last from us yet. This
can be the beginning of something big.
Brian Farley is a senior journalism major from Kendall Park.
N.J.
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Respect English language
To the editor:
Have you any respect for
the English Language? I was
truly appalled when I saw the
open letter to UMO students
on the back page of Friday's
Maine Campus. The grammatical errors were atrocious!
I realize the Maine Campus
had probably obliged the
student government by printing the letter as they had
wished, but shouldn't blatant
abuses of the English
Language be avoided in the
material that you publish
(PRINT).

Perhaps someone on your
staff could be made available
to proofread copy for clients'
advertisements and to make
recommendations for changes
and corrections. It wouldn't
be a very time-consuming job.
I made 30 changes to the letter
in Friday's Campus and had a
much improved version in 5
minutes! (which I promptly
sent to Charlie Mercer.)
I sincerely hope that your
newspaper will not be so compromising to high standards of
grammatical use in the future.

To the editor:
I am infuriated by the fact
that Residential Life decided
that soda isn't good for us and
took it off the menu. As far as
I'm concerned meat isn't good
for you, because it has
proteins that are very difficult
for the body to break down into useful amino acids. The
fruit 'juices' (if that's what
you want to call them,) are
basically sugar, artificial
flavoring and coloring. Is that
nutritional? Obviously not.
What even further infuriates
me is the fact that the students
were not given a voice in the
matter. We are adults, we can
make sound decisions.
I
usually do not drink the
fruit"juices"(I use the word

I was pleased to see the excellent article on the Committee on Women and the
Curriculum
by
Robin
Stoutamayer on page two of
today's Campus. Robin attended the first in a series of
Brown Bag lunches to be held
every Tuesday at noon in the
Union. I hope other students
will attend the events sponsored by the Committee on
Women and the Curriculum
and that they will also volunteer to be placed on the Advisory Board to the Committee.
I would like to add the
names of the Executive Committee for the Project on
Women and the Curriculum.
These faculty members were

Finally, it seems that
students have awakened
from their groggy sense of
apathy. Imagine: a campus-wide walkout of classes
followed by a real-live, riproarirg rally! Shades ot the
sixties, for sure. And, after
all, the issues are so clear
cut, an open and shut case:
the chancellor and the
board of trustees, in true
bad-guy fashion, have
refused the faculty a
realistic pay hike, while
they are among the lowest
paid teachers among all
land grant state universities! A show of support, a
call to arms is needed at once!
But wait; is the issue that
simple? Are the students
really the unwitting victims
of a cruel and heartless
social injustice? As long as
everyone is looking at
dollars and cents, some
figures that might put the
issue in a better perspective
are needed. In comparing
UMO with other northeast
state universities (universities of New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Vermont, and Rhode
Island) and !heir respective
in-state tuition rates---that

appointed
by
President
Silverman last FEbruary: Dr.
John
Alexander,
Civil
Engineering; Dr. C. Stewart
Doty, History; Dr. JoAnn
Fritsche, Office of Equal Employment Opportunity, vice
chair; Dr. James Gallagher,
Sociology; Dr. Mary Ann
Jerkofsky, Microbiology; Dr.
Nancy MacKnight, English,
Chair; Dr. Ann Schosnberger,
Developmental Mathematics;
and Dr. Erling Skorpen,
Philosophy. Mrs. Pat Baron
serves as the administrative
assistant to the project. At
present over 70 faculty, staff,
and students serve on the
Women and the Curriculum
Advisory Committee.
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Shades ofthe sixties

William Wyatt

Nancy MacKnight
Chair, Committee on Women
and the Curriculum

stancial increase in our fees,
where is the money going to?
What I really can't understand is how the University
can say soda isn't good for
you and turn around and not
serve vegetarian meals on
weekends in Wells Commons.
This is hypocracy at its peak. I
couldn't eat a nutritionally
sound meal last weekend, as a
result, even though the
Universtiy is allegedly working
hard
to
improve
our
nutrition.
A petition will be circulated
to try to get soda back in the
cafeterias.
Hopefully if
enough studentsd show their
support in this issue then
something will be achieved.

commentary

Women and Curriculum
To the Editor:

with much hesitation) because
of the poor nutritional value.
I cannot put the sugar that
they contain into my body
without producing maleffects. I am an adult. If after
22 years I cannot make a
decision such as this then not
only do I have a problem but
schools everywhere because of
their failure to teach students
basics in nutrition.
Isn't the root of the problem
money,
Mr.
Moriarty?
Doesn't soda cost more than
the "juices"?
A simple
solution to this would be to offer a few "juices" and a few
sodas. It could even be done
on a rationing system,i.e. only
two drinks per meals whether
it be soda or juice or a combination. There was a sub-

\.

is,, consumer cost for services---an interesting pattern develops.
For the past four years
(the only ones researched)
UMO has consistently cost
less, in some cases considerably less, than any of
the aforementioned universities. In 1980, for example,
the average tuition rates
were as follows, according
to the Reader's Digest
Almanac and Yearbook:
UMO, $895; UNH, $1257;
UMass,$974; UConn,
UVT,S1452;
1 020;
URI,S1096.
This year,
tuition has gone up across
the board with UMO low
man on the roster once
again. Some increases for
1981 are dramatic, such as
that of UVT, ringing in at
close to $1700.
Now, it may be true that
only one faculty is paid less
than Maine's--that of South
Dakota-- but when viewed
in conjunction with that
school's "bargain" tuition
of $741 (according to
Reader's Digest), an old
adage comes to mina: you
get what you pay for.
Everyone wants "Quality
Education." Coming out
against
"Quality

_011 .5c
IF YOU cioN'T MIND (AA On ME
WHAT'S THE PROel.EM?)
SkINc.,

G

Education" (an ambiguous
term at best) is like coming
out against little girls with
pigtails, furry kittens, and
homemade apple pie. The
point is, who is willing to
pay for it? You may feel as
Student Government does,
that the chancellor and the
board of trustees are living
high on the hog while stubbornly refusing what is
rightfully due to the
faculty.
Perhaps.
But
realistically speaking, a
major part of any contract
agreement will be a hike in
tuition. And maybe that's
not unfair. After all in any
other value-for value, costfor-services transaction it is
generally recognized that a
quality
product
will
demand a commensurate
price. A Merecedes-Benz
costs more than a Ford
Granada.
A heartfelt, zealot],
display of support such as
Tuesday's walkout will, it
nothing else, show that
students are willing to stand
up and vocalize their concern—real or imagined.
Don't be surprised,
however, when we are
asked to put our money
where our mouth is.
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Three students silently express their dissatisfaction with low faculty saleries.
Students and faculty alike
assembled on the mall at
Tuesday's student go% ernmen t -sponsered rally,
designed to show support for
faculty in their contract bid,
and although not all who atthe
agreed
on
tended
usefulness of the rally, many
said they were pleased by the
turnout.
"I'm
just
thrilled,"
sophomore Sue Davis said.
"I'm totally for the faculty."
Davis said that she encouraged others to attend the
rally. "And my sociology
teacher spent half the day
talking about the rally and
really encouraged us to go,"
she said.
Dwight Rideout, dean of

student affairs, said he would
have held the rally at a time
that would not have interfered
with class time.
"The fall semester is very
short,"Rideout said.
"I
myself would have gone to
class, but that's not a
judgement for anyone else."
Rideout, who said he attended the rally as an "interested
person",said he couldn't
judge what kind of effect the
rally would have on the administration, although he said
he felt the faculty is underpaid.
Russ Christenson, former
director of Student Legal Services, said he was pleased with
the response to thje rally.
"I think it's a great thing

for students to take interest,"
"They
Christenson said.
begin to study what's going on
in their community. They
begin to take part and take
hold. In a democracy, that's
what we are supposed to do."
Christenson said he thought
the rally would have an effect
only if it's followed up with
more displays of support by
students.
"If they (students) show
determination with a continuing process, that will
help," he said.
Blaisdell,
a
Mark
sophomore majoring in
mechanical engineering, said
that although he did not have
a class Tuesday morning, he
would not have walked out to
attend the rally.
"I think it's good that
students can give up their
classes for something important," he said. "But I don't
think the rally will have much
effect on this issue."
"It (the rally) shows that
students are not as apathetic
as people believe. The rally is
good, but not for this issue,"
Blaisdell said.
Andrea Restle, a junior
computer science major, said
she arrived towards the end of
the rally because she attened
her 10 o'clock class.
"I was curious to find out
what kind of turnout they

More than just a I
got," Restle said. "But I
think you should be able to
support the teachers without
walking out of class."
Restle said she wanted to
find out more about the issues
involved in the contract

negotiations.
William Baker, I
History, said he n
couraged his stud
tend the rally, but t
his morning cl
o'clock.

text by Andy Paul
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Chancellor Patrick McCarthy

Four empty seats signified a lack of administrative concern.

photos by

David Lloyd-Rees

Greg Smith and Scott Wallace

More than just a 1960's deja vu.
negotiations.
William Baker, professor of
History, said he not only encouraged his students to attend the rally, but he dismissed
his morning class at 10
o'clock.

"These are difficult times
and unusual methods of
procedure
should
be
followed," Baker said. "This
is the first real sign of encouragement we've had for a
long time."

lie Oaks, Ken Hayes, Stewart Doty, John Bolt and Charlie Mercer
ng on at the crowd before yesterda's demonstration.

Baker said if thc chancellor's office does not
respond to the rally, there are
other measures the students
and faculty can implement to
gain a response. He declined
to say what those measures
might be.
"We will not strike. There
are other measures short of
strike,"Baker said. "I don't
want to leave, but 1 don't want
to stay and be insulted by 5
percent raise proposals."

Stewart Doty addressing the crowd.
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Give perspective
To the Editor
daily
reading
After
headlines concerning the
Student Government inspired
walkout,peoples' views on the
walkout (Professors,
Nadelhaft and Deb Parker)
and Ernie Clark's column
"Price of Awareness",1 think
that a fev% things must be
brought into perspective.
First, I think of activism as
serving two purposes; 1. to inform,and 2. to influence. An
activist would want to inform
people and convince them of
the rightness of his/her cause,
and ultimately, that rightness
would compel them to exert
whatever influence they have
to impliment changes that
would correct the wrongs
being done. More awareness
is fine, but U. Maine faculty
have been underpaid for a
long time, many people were
"aware" of it, and very little
has happened to change it so
far.

Second, as a demonstration
of awareness and concern,
Tuesday's demonstration may
or may not be a success. But if
considered in the light of activism, it is inadequate. It
does little to inform, as the se
who show up will be informed
or aware anyway, and does
nothing to influence the Chancellor's office.
Charlie Mercer's letter on
the back page talks about
making a sacrifice for the
future of this University. I
suggest that participation in
Tuesday's walkout is (was)too
big a price to pay for what we
got in return, and that there
are better ways of saying "I
care". Consider the effect
that 1000 letters to the Board
of Trustees would have on the
negotiation process (how
many letters can you write in
an hour?) or the effect of 500
phone calls to the Chancellor's
office inquiring about the
reasons for the delayed conThere are aptract.
proximately 10,000 students

Send letters

on this campus alone, and the
Chancellor's office is just a
local call away.
These are just a few of the
There are
possibilities.
others. But don't sell yourself
short. You need not trade
your education (for which
you've paid) to take a stand. I
think Student Government
would gain more respect if it
took positive actions to better
inform the University community. Cutting classes inconveniences only students.
(Pity that poor student who
must skip the enlightening lecture on great pharmacists of
western civilization.)
Of course, letter writing and
phone calls do not have the
popular appeal of free soda,
entertainment, and cut classes.
They do not get the same
publicity. But they do apeal to
reason. Thus, such actions are
both more appropriate and
more effective in a university
community.
Stephen Soucy

To the Editor:
The Orono University of
Maine Prrofessional Staff
Association executive board
wishes to thank Student
Government for their efforts
to rally support for just contracts for university faculty
We appreciate
and staff
your concern about issues
which affect us and the learning environment at UMO.
UMPSA would like to encourage any student, or member of a student's family, to
write letters expressing concern about the lack of progress
in negotiations. Letters can be
addressed to the chancellor
and his staff, the board of
trustees, or more specifically
to the members of the personnel and employee relations
committee whose names and
addresses follow:
Richard I. Morin, chair
P.O. Box 32
Fort Kent, Maine

Francis A. Brown
143 Main St.
Calais, Maine 04619
Thomas Monaghan
P.O. Box4863
Portland, Maine 04112
Please remember to be courteous and ask for a reply.
An underpaid, under-valued
faculty and staff can only have
negative effects on your
education. You are paying for
quality and we think you
deserve a faculty and staff
who are adequately compensated for their work.
Thank you again for your
support. I will be speaking at
the rally on Tuesday and
would be happy to discuss
UMPSA's position with with
anyone.
Sincerely, Sharon DenPresident, Orono
durent
Chapter UMPSA

04743

thomas coisti Opinion criticized

commentary

Student non-business
As most of the students
are aware, a decision was
made last Thursday by
Leonard Harlowe, director
of PICS, and John Coupe,
vice president of finance
and asministration, not to
allow the delivery of a
student government handout to students regarding
the rally Tuesday in support
of the faculty in their stalled
contract negotiations with
This
the University.
decision was later supported by President Paul
Silverman.
The administration
would have the university
community believe that this
is just the routine application of a long-standing
policy restricting campus
mail service to university
Mr. Harlow
business.
said, "we determined this
was not official business; in
fact, it was non-business."
(what does that mean?).
However, it was really
much more than that - it
represented a serious interference with the rights of
students as consumers of
educational services, and
more importantly, with
students' fundamental
rights as U.S. citizens.
It is well established as a
principle of contract law
that the relationship between a student and college
is essentially contractual in
nature. The student pays
tuition and fees, and this
gives rise to a duty on the
part of the university to
provide the full range of
educational services offered
- much like the relationship
between a consumer and a
business providing products
and services.
This relationship means
that both parties, student
and university, have rights
and duties concerning each
other. Each is bound by the
terms of the contract, and
for one side to arbitrarily
change the terms without
the consent of the other
would be a breach of contract.
Courts all over the coun-

try have held that the basic
express terms of the contract between student and
university are spelled out in
university literature, course
descriptions, handbooks,
catalogs, etc. Therefore, to
determine the rights and
duties of the parties in an
area such as this, one can
look to the student handbook.
First, at page 92-93 of the
Student Handbook of 198081, under Campus Mail, it
is stated:"This (campus)
mail is restricted by federal
law to University business in other words, no personal
notes! (emphasis added).
It is appropriate for student
organizations to mail out
meetings,
of
notices
other
and
minutes,
organizational correspondence through the University mail..."
The language clearly includes material such as the
handout which was rejected
by PICS.
There is also a Free
Speech and Assembly
policy at pages 53-56 of the
Handbook.
Student
Describing the primary
purpose of an academic
community to be the search
for truth, the policy states
that "...there shall be no
restrictions...placed on the
fundamental rights of free
speech and assembly except
those necessary to protect
• the rights of others and to
preserve the order necessary
for the University to function as an instition of
higher learning. "The
policy goes on to declarP the
entire Orono campus, and
specifically the Fogler
library steps, to be open to
any form of expression by
students, faculty, staff, and
invited guests.
The actions of the administration to deny PICS
delivery of Student Government's handout is an attempt to impede students'
free speech and assembly
rights, and violates at least
the spirit, if not the letter of
this policy.

Of course, the Free
Speech and Assembly
policy is essentially a
recodification of rights
basic to American citizens
found in the U.S. Constitution. The University is
a state institution, and as
such is bound by the terms
and restrictions of the First
Thus the
Amendment.
University is prohibited
which
from
conduct
abridges "...the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or
the right of the people
peaceably to assemble..."
(Amendment i of the U.S.
Constitution). Article I.
,Section 4 of the Maine Constitution also provides for
freedom of speech.
The administration has
clearly singled out this
leaflet because of its content, which express views
contrary to the aaministration's concerning
an issue of public importance. Its refusal to deliver
this particular leaflet, or
material
other
any
because of its content,
violates the rights of
Student Government and
the individual students involved to freedom of speech
and assembly. The University, and the individual administrators involved,
could be liable for damages
and subject to court orders
to enforce students' constitutional rights.
In conclusion, although
this incident involves one
small leaflet which was
eventually distributed by
student government, it has
serious implicationf for the
rights and interests of
students. In light of other
recent arbitrary decisions
made by administrators
which affect students' lives,
without student input or
participation (such as police
in the dorms and food
policies in the commons), it
is clear that students will
have to mobilize themselves
to stop and hopefully reverse these ominous trends at
the University of Maine
before they go any further.

To the editor
I would like to express my
disappointment concerning
certain aspects of the MercerOakes conspiracy, under the
presumptive title of a "volunteer" student walk-out.
I attended my 9:30 a.m.
class with the intention of
remaining there for the entire
class period. Unfortunately, I
was five minutes late, and in
that time, our instructor
managed to convince everyone
in the class that it was their
moral responsibility to support the faculty at 10 a.m.
Expressing the only apparent
dissenting opinion among a
group of thirty-plus "individuals", I was alternately
called "narrow-minded",
"Reaganistic", and "silly"
for my views.
I was under the impression
that we as students had a
choice as to whether or not we
would abandon classes. I
thought the theme was "take a

stand", not "take our stand".
Now, I'm not here to argue
one side or the other concerning the current AFUM
situation. In fact, I empathize
with the faculty's frustration
and their inability to solve
their problems. But I refuse to
accept that an adult community such as the one we live
in can eagerly endorse public
condemnation for a difference
of opinion, and even try to
discourage an individual's
views.
I am disappointed in my
fellow students who can only
pay lip service to a lot of onesided arguements and ride the
tide of majority opinion, at
our Emmet kelly government
who played right into the hands of the faculty, and finally
with certain faculty members,
who, up to this point, I was
beginning to respect and in
admire.
ways
some
Cory Bessette
Old Town

Program misclassified
To the editor:
I was pleased to read your
Sept. 8 article about our recently accredited Surveying
Engineering program but I
was unpleasantly surprised by
your headline which moved
the program to the School of
Forestry.
Surveying
Engineering
is
indeed
nationally recognized by the
surveying profession and there

is no comparable program of
equal quality in the U.S.
However, the Surveying
Engineering program is in the
Civil Engineering Department,
along with the traditional Civil
Engineering program, and
Civil Engineering is a department within the College of
Engineering and Science.
John A. Alexander
Chairman of Civli Engr.
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World News
Senate group
Israel activists
okays O'Conner move to Sinai
appointment
TALMEI
ISRAEL
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate
Judiciary Committee approved Sandra
Day O'Connor's historic nomination to
the Supreme Court Tuesday. The 17-0
vote clears the way for her Senate
nomination. probably Friday.
The 51-year-oid Arizona appeals
court judge, who is the first woman
appointed to the high court, is to be
sworn in late this month in time to take
her seat with the other justices when
the court starts its new term Oct. 5.
Sen. Jeremiah Denton, R-Ala., was
the only committee member who did
not vote to recommend her confirmation. He said he had not learned
enough about her constitutional views
on abortion to support her nomination.
Rather than oppose her. Denton voted
"present."
Sen John East, R-N.C., who had
said in advance that he would support
her nomination only if Mrs. O'Connor
revealed her views on abortion, voted
"yes.
East said he believes "down in my
heart of hearts" she would have
opposed the majority Supreme Court
opinion legalizing abortion in 1973 if
she had been a member of the court
then.
In her testimony. Mrs. O'Connor
expressed personal repugnance to
abortion and said she wouldn't have
one, but declined to provide any legal
opinion of the 1973 decision.
East said hearing Mrs. O'Connor
express personal support for the death
penalty and opposition to busing for
racial desegregation convinced him
that "we have found a conservative
woman of conservative instincts."
He said he also voted for her
because she is a nominee of Ronald
Reagan. "I suspect he knows things
that I don't know." said East.
Sun Strom Thurmond, R-S.C., and
the committee chair. said Mrs.
O'Connor had demonstrated during
her testimony all of the "good
qualities" needed to become a good
Supreme Court justice.

A

YOSEF
(AP)- Ultranationalists who bitterly oppose
Israel's withdrawl from the Sinai
Peninsula are challenging the government by moving into Jewish settlements to be handed to Egypt in seven
months.
"We have two groups here now."
said Yossi Maas, 35-year-old coordinator of the "stop the withdrawal
movement. One came two months ago
to Yamit and the second came last
week to Talmei Yosef. We plan to
bring more groups to the area.
The new arrivals are taking over
homes of those who already have
accepted financial compensation or
new homes in Israel to leave the
settlement in the sand dunes along the
Mediterranean coast.
The effect is to bolster the numbers
of veteran settlers who say they will
refuse to leave and who demand that
I'rime Minister Menachem Begin
renegotiate the peace treaty witn
Egypt.
"The government made a terrible
mistake with the peace agreement,"
said Motti Cohen, a 35-year-old
tomato farmer in Talmei Yosef. "I
belive we should continue the struggle
to stop the withdrawal."
The government's response to the
new develpment is not clear. Begin
and three of his top ministers were in
the United States for talks with the
Reagan administration last week when
the activists moved 13 families into
Talmei Yosef.
Deputy Prime Minister Simha
Ehrlich said the army would have to
remove the interlopers but no immediate action was taken even after
Defense Minister Ariel Sharon returned from Washington this week.
The settlers promise to resist
evacuation and Begin's government
will have the tough decision of
whether to use Jewish soldiers to
dislodge Jewish settlers from a corner
of the Sinai Desert that they made to
bloom and prosper.

Unirersit
Cinentas
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Police bothered by crank calls
BANGOR,(AP)
The Maine State Police are getting a
lot of crank calls on their tolliree
emergency line, and the problem appears to be most serious at the Orono
barracks.
State police say the problem is
preventing people with real problems
from getting through to them.
Sgt. Lloyd Williams at Orono
barracks said the problem started
about two months ago and that his
barracks at one time received up to 200
consecutive crank calls. The caller
simply dials the number, waits for an

Roast Beef - Sliced the way you
like it only $3.29 lb.

You won't find fresher,leaner
hamburg anywhere.
Extra Ground Lean Chuck
8.1.59 lb.
$1.99 lb.
Ground Sirloin
Bonus! 51b./10 lb. bag
Ground Lean Chuck $1.49 lb.
Boneless Chuck Fillet Steak
$1.89 lb.
For your convenience
Murphy's Butchershop sells
soda, beer, wine and gourmet
items.

SMIGGE1
It MATER AvE
OLD TOWN
R27- MISO

"Cousin Cousine is a marvelous film. It
will elate you and make you feel
exuberant with happiness and joy."

During last week's hearings, Mrs.
O'Connor said she did not want to
predjudice any rulings she might
make on the court, and so gave the
committee little insight as to how she
might vote on specific issues likely to
reach the nine justices.
Denton said as a result, "I know
very little about Judge O'Connor's
opinions on the great legal issues of
the day."
Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., criticized
Deaton's reasoning and said a nominee's views on one issue--abortion in
this instance--"should never be
understood to be the price of
confirmation."
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answer and then refuses to speak.
Williams said the problem is risking
lives. He said the Orono barracks gets
about 100 calls a day, and about five of
them prove to be real emergencies.
Williams said there's no documented evidence, but there must have been
times when someone with a real crisis
was unable to get through.
State police have a computer which,
with the help of the telephone company, enables them to trace incoming
calls. Police used this to catch one
person this summer who made crank
phone calls to the Orono barracks.

Deli

The Judiciary Committee represents a broad spectrum of political opinion
and Mrs. O'Connor drew praise from
liberals and conservatives alike.
But Denton said abortion is such an
important issue there was nothing
wrong with making it the sole criteria
in deciding her confirmation.

,
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MURPHY'S
BUTCHER SHOP
&STEAKHOUSE

Butchershop - open 9:00am-9:00pm
7 days a week
Steakhouse - Serving Dinner: Sun*
Thurs 5PM- lOPM
Fri & Sat til 11 PM
Bar Harbor Rd., Brewer, ME.
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Hushed Stones'concert mobbed
WORCESTER MASS. (AP)- An
intimate concert for 300 fans invited to
the Rolling Stones' first American
concert in three years turned into a
beer -soaking mob scene that helped.
re-establish the Brittish band's reputation for causing controversy.
"Considering the mentality of the
people there. I'm pleased there were
no major incidents," said captain John
Walsh, whose 70 police officers-some
in riot gear-arrested six people on
disorderly conduct charges before the
free, two hour show started early
Tuesday morning. No injuries were
reported.
The concert, a tune-up for the
Stone's national tour which kicks off
Sept. 25 in Philidelphia. was kept a
secret until Monday morning, when
radio station WAAF announced it
would give away all 300 tickets to the
show at Sir Morgan's Cove. a
downtown rock club.
Station employees drove around the
Worcester area and distributed tickets
to people wearing WAAF T-shirts or
driving cars with station bumper
stickers, said program director Dave
Bernstein. The tickets identified the
attraction as "Blue Monday and the
Cockroaches.••
"We contacted them and said, "If
you plan to play any local dates, this
would be the wisest way to do it, "
said Bernstein, whose station is near
North Brookfield. Mass., recording
studio where the Stones have rehears-

ed for several weeks.
But at least one rival rock music
station broadcast the location of the
club later in the day. By the time the
doors opened at 7:45 p.m. there were
300 ticket holders, plus about 1.500
additional Stones fans-many swigging
beer and smoking marajuana-eager to
get in.
Hundreds of people rushed the door
and tried to get in, but police said they
kept all those without tickets out.
The crowd outside the club ignored
frequent rain storms and grew to 4,000
people by about midnight. The fans
climbed to nearby rooftops, scrambled
up light poles and pushed and shoved
on the ground to glimpse their idols.
The veteran British "bad boys' of
rock, still associated with tunes like
"Sympathy for the Devil" and a
stabbing death at one of its California
shows years ago, drove a striped van
down an alley to avoid the crowd.
The concert, which started shortly
after midnight. featured many old
Stones hits and a few new selections
from the current album "Tatoo You".
TheStones sang for nearly two hours,
toweling off after each number in the
overheated club. No reporters were
allowed to review the show.
•
"It was like a steambath in
there,' Walsh said. "I was in there
once to make a phone call and it was
loud enough so I didn't want to stay in
there, Rolling Stones or no. My speed
is Lawrence Welk.

news briefs
WISCASSET (AP) - The retrial of poet James E. Lewisohn
on a charge of murdering his
wife is scheduled to begin Sept.
28 in Lincoln County Superior
Court.
A court spokesman confirmed
Monday that Justice Stephen L.
Perkins granted Lewisohn a
change of venue.
A jury in Portland found the
former University of Maine
professor guilty of murder in the
1974 shooting death of his wife.
Roslyn, at their Cape Elizabeth
home.
EGYPT(AP)
President Anwar Sadat's government expelled the Soviet ambassador to Cairo and six Soviet
Embassy employees Tuesday, accusing them of plotting against
Egypt by inciting MoslemChristian strife. A Hungarian
diplomat also was ordered out.
The move, taken by the Egyptian Cabinet and announced by
the government news agency, appeared to be the most serious
breach of Egyptian -Soviet
relations since 1972 when Sadat
expelled 17,000 Soviet advisers.

AUGUSTA,(AP)
Maine's Probation and Parole
Division has become only one of
five in the nation to be nationally
accredited, Gov. Joseph E.Brennan announced Tuesday.
"A strong positive indication
of the real progress Maine has
achieved toward our goal of improving all aspects of our corrections system," Brennan said of
the action by the Commission on
Accreditation for Corrections.
NEW YORK (AP)- Author
Truman Capote was taken to a
hospital today after collapsing in
the lobby of a Manhattan
building, officials said.
The Emergency Medical Service said Capote, author of such
works as "In Cold Blood" and
"Breakfast at Tiffany's" was
rushed to New York Hospital. A
hospital spokesman said Capote
was being treated in the emergency room and his condition was
not immediately known.
Capote, 57, collapsed in the
lobby of 870 United Nations
Plaza, said Jared Lebow, a
spokesman for the Emergency
Medical Service. Lebow said
Capote was in stable condition.

Trade Association tries to block
paraphernalia law implementation
PORTLAND (AP)
A federal judge will hear arguments
Wednesday from a trade association
for drug paraphernalia dealers that
seeks to block enforcement of Maine's
new ban on drug implements.
The challenge was being filed in
U.S. District Court by the New
England Accessories Trade Association, a Massaachusetts-based corporation representing dealers of
pipes, cocaine spoons, roach clips
and similar items.
Ellsworth T. Rundlett III, an
attorney representing the association,
said the complaint seeks a temporary
restraining order to prevent the new

paraphernalia law from taking effect
Friday.
The law prohibits possession of
"drug paraphernalia." including
scales, pipes, drug containers and
cigarettee papers- anything designed
to be used with illegal drugs.
A similar law in Illinois was struck
down by a federal appeals court. The
case is pending before the U.S.
Supreme Court.
Defendents named in the Maine
complaint are attorney General James
E. Tierney. Public Safety Commissioner Arthur Stilphen and the district
attorneys and police chiefs in Cumberland, Penobscot and Androscoggin
counties.

Cuts may hurt
Maine programs
WASHINGTON (AP)
Members of Maine's congressional
delegation are concerned that President Reagan•s decision to seek an
additional $18 billion in budget cuts
will reduce important programs in
their state. The White House has not
yet specified which programs would
be cut, but members of the Maine
delegation are worried they may have
to fight hard to protect the weatherization and low-income fuel-assistance
programs. Medicaid, economic development and Social Security.
Reagan is proposing the cuts
because continued high interest rates
are .pushing the federal deficit far
beyond the administration's timetable
for a balanced budget.
Republican Rep. Olympia J. Snowe.
who represents northern Maine, said
she would like to see three-fourths of
the cuts come from the defense
budget. rather than from weatherization and other programs vital to
Maine. But she blamed the continued
high interest rates on Wall Street. not
Reagan.
Rep. David F. Emery, a Republican
who represents southern Maine, said
he would go along with some defense
cutbacks, but not in shipbuilding or
weapons research.
Emery said there's room in the
budget for more cuts, but he's
prepared to fight if the president goes
after Medicaid, economic development or fuel assistance.

UMO TRAFFIC SAFETY
MEETING of Bicycle, Bus, Auto
Commuters, and concerned persons, ypur chance to discuss ways
of improving traffic safety on
and around campus, Thursday'
September 17th at 12:00 noon in
the North Loun Room, Memorial
Union.
LOST Eight week tiger kitten in
Citronella
Mill St. area.
fleacollar and answers to
"Allison". Call Sue at 866-3014.
Reward offered.
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The Word Shop
2 Mill Street
Orono, Maine' 04473
866-7003
Quality Guaranteed
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Soccer team tries for revenge at Thomas
by Nancy Storey
Staff writer
The Black Bear soccer team will be
looking to come back after its first loss
of the season in a game today at
Thomas College in Waterville.
The team beat the University of New
•

because Thomas is an NA1A Division
III school, while Maine is an NCAA
Division I school. No team can afford
to lose to a smaller school.
Also, the Bears have a grudge to
make up for. Last year, Thomas
defeated Maine, 1-0. "Maine outplayed them (Thomas) but just
couldn't score," said Brian Doyle,
Maine's assistant coach.
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The soccer team travels to Waterville
todav for a match against Thomas
College. (Scott Wallace photo)
BrunswiCk, 3-1 on Friday and lost to
Rutgers University, 4-1 on Saturday in
the Maine Invitational soccer tournament. These games brought their
record to 2-1.
Maine needs to win this game today

"'It's an important game," Doyle
said. "We must not only win, but we
also must play well, especially coming
off a loss. We can't afford to lose to a
Division III school."
Thomas' coach, Bill Schwartz, is
looking forward to the game today,
but noted that his team is very young.
"Last year, I started eight freshmen
and they are all returning for me this
year," Schwartz said. "Also, we have
a couple of transfers who played under
me when I coached in high school in
Grauten, Conn."
Schwartz said his team is healthy,
except for his left winger who broke a
foot in a scrimmage.
Doug Biggs, Maine's head coach,
knows his team is capable of playing
better than they played this weekend.
He is looking forward to this game
today so the team can have an opportunity to show what they can do.
There are many new players on the
team this year, and they are working
into the lineup quite nicely. Marty
Osbourne, a freshman from Franklin,
Mass., had a goal and an assist this
weekend to help Maine in its victory
over UNB. Dave Quinlan, another

freshman, from Gorham, had an having lost to Salem State over the
weekend. Both teams need to win the
assist.
Consistently strong players for game, but Schwartz noted that his
Maine have been John Quigley, Steve team is young, which could make a difAndreasen and Billy Meader to name ference against a team like Maine that
but a few. All of these players play at is stronger and more experienced on
the midfield position. Quigley and An- paper.
"Whatever happens, happens,"
dreasen are finishing up their last
Schwartz said, "and we're not going
season, while Meader is a junior.
So far this season, Thomas is 0-1, to worry about it."

BCCsports diminishing
by Cavanaugh Kelly
Staff writer
In what has become a typical story
for small college sports, the BCC sports program has been continuosly
depleted from four fully scheduled
teams in 1975 to a current one.
Former Governor Longley's 1975
fund cuts hurt BCC badly. Continued
rising inflation has made it even
tougher. Small college schools such as
EMVTI and SMVTI have lost their
entire sports programs.
BCC Athletic Director William
Wallace has been given the same
funds to work with the past five years.
With the way the economy has been
going, Wallace is fighting an uphill
battle. "1 would like to see full
schedules of all the sports we used to
have,"said Wallace. — But, there's no
way we can do it."
In order to maintain the BCC
basketball team and the intramurals
Wallace has to go through UMO
Sports Director Harold Westerman.

Westerman decides whether or not
they're needed. According to Wallace
BCC is allowed just enough to
maintain what it already has.
One way BCC has overcome the lack
of money is through student funding.
Going through UMO student funds.
BCC has produced soccer and baseball
clubs. The soccer team played some
six games last year, while the baseball
team didn't play any. The teams
aren't in any kind of league either.
Still A.D. Wallace remains optimistic about the future. "If we can have
some student money drives or something, we could expand," he said.
"I'd like nothing more than to see
BCC put out a boy's and girl's team all
three seasons, but with the present
situation it's impossible."
BCC SPORTS NOTES: The BCC
basketball team is currently without a
Anyone interested should
coach.
contact Mr. Wallace at the BCC gym
from 8 to 5.
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"Welcome"
Students & Faculty
of
U.M.Orono

1.00 off with purchase of 10.00 or more
Excluding beer, wine,& tobacco Redeem at our
Brewer or Stillwater stores only
coupon good

Sept. 16-19 1981

Limit 1 per customer
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'Nancy Storey

commentary

Athletes should get
specialscheduling

Robin MaCrae, a sophomore computer science major, recently captured the
women's intramural singles tennis competition. MaCrae, who was also last
.vear's champion, won in consecutise sets, 6-3, 6-3. (Scott Wallace photo)

Over the past couple of years,
there has been a lot of complaining going on at this university that athletes get treated
"special" when it comes to
scheduling.
Well, for those of you who do
not know the first thing about inter-collegiate athletics, most of
the varsity athletes on this campus practice their particular sport
for between two and three hours
a day. And by the time they
walk to the gym or wherever they
practice, change up, practice,
shower, dress and walk home,
more times than not, four hours
of the day are gone.
Many people at this institution
of higher education can't see why
any athletes should get preferential scheduling, even over any

"The Texas Instruments new TI-40 and TI-55-II calculators
have angled displays for easy-to-see-answers."
The slanted display makes these calculators
easier to use at arm's length-and that's just the
beginning. The economical TI-40, with built-in
functions like trig, stat, logs, roots,
reciprocals and more, will help you
through math and science coursesespecially since it comes with the
informative book,Understanding
Calculator Math.
The book explains how to use
the TI-40 to work through, and
understand, common probJems.
If you're an advanced math
or science major, you'll be

more interested in the TI-55-II, which
comes with the Calculator Decision-Making
Sourcebook. The TI-55-II features 56-step
programmability, multiple memories,
scientific and statistical operations,
conversion factors and much
more-a total of 112 functions.
An extremely powerful calculator, at an excellent price.
Both calculators have LCD
displays, long battery life
and fit right in your pocket.
TI-40 and TI-55-II calculators.Two new slants on math
from Texas Instruments.
Look for them wherever cff
calculators are sold.

normal, on-compus, uninvolved
student.
This is all well and good. When
a person decides to play a varsity
sport, that person makes the
choice to dedicate that much time
in an event.
However, without preferential
scheduling, an athlete finds himself in a bind. Some people say,
so what? Everyone I know has
problems getting the classes they
need.
But, "everyone I know"
doesn't have practice from 2 p.m.
until 6 p.m. five days a week.
Don't get iiir wrong. I don't
feel that an athlete should get all
. the classes he needs just because
he is an athlete. In the classes
where there is only one section
offered per semester, I think
'\ everyone should have the same
changes at getting the class.
But, when there are two different sections of a course, one at
10 a.m. and one at 2 p.m., why
shouldn't an atillete--or any person involved in a university
sponsored program get first
choice on the 10 a.m. class?
Granted, some people do work
in the afternoon, but, if they are
going to school full-time, they
have to expect to take some afternoon class. Even athletes have
to miss practice often times
because the classes they need to
take are offered only in the afternoon.
As it stands now, all athletes
have to register for athletic practice just as they would register for
a class. Then if a morning course
they want gets filled, they're out
of luck because they can't take it
in the afternoon.
It
'
s very hard for the coaches •
when all of their players don't
show up for practice together.
How can they plan any sort of
team work if not everyone can
tome at the same time? How can
they expect to win and represent
UMO to the best of their ability if
Mey can't even hold a practice
when everyone can show up?

Sure, there are going to be
people who try and alfuse the
system, but I haven't seen a
student yet who wouldn't do
anything in his power to get the
classes he needs.
Harold Westerman, athletic
director here at UMO said it best
when he said, — If the University
sponsors a program, it should
make every effort possible to get
the students the classes they need
in order to graduate."
Varsity sports are a Universitysponsored program.They are
very visible to the public. They
represent the University to the
best of their ability. And how can
they be expected to win if students can't even get classes scheduled
so they can attend practices?
Next time you get a 10 am class
and !tilt class is offered in the afternoon as well, be darned thankful that this University, unlike
almost all of the other universities around the country, does
not give preferential scheduling
to athletes.
Instead, the athlete can attend
the afternoon class, miss practice, and you can go home and
watch soap operas for the rest of
the afternoon....

